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Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you 
seven pages from this book to decide if you want to do 

buy the book!

Buy The Book
Thanks to Willow Creek Press we offer you and 
excerpt from Training A Young Pointer by Joseph 
Healy copyrights Willow Creek Press 2006

Training A Young 
Pointer

How Experts Developed My Bird Dog And Me
By Joseph Healy

CHAPTER 10: 
Working on Steady to Wing and Shot

I HAD FINISHED OFF THE TRAILER TO 
MAKE IT ROAD AND CAMPING READY The 
walls were patched and sound, the windows and 
roof air vents were weatherproofed, the toilet and 
water lines were cleaned, drained, and flushed. 
The water tanks were full, the fridge was chilled. 
The two inch trailer ball off the back of my pickup, 
anchored to a heavy-duty undercarriage towing 
rig, fit the trailer’s hitch like hand in glove. The 
brake lights and turn signals and running lights 
on the trailer all checked out. The electric brake 
control was installed under the truck’s dashboard. 
All systems were go. I even practiced backing up 
with the beast.

C and I took the Grouse House on two test voy-
ages. The first was to Woodford State Park in south-
ern Vermont. A terrible argument ensued during 
the parking phase. I was sure C was messing with 
me as I attempted to back into the narrow camp-
ing space, backing toward a jackknife, pulling out, 
backing up again, with the same results each time, 
none of them good. C kept on with “A little more 
left; a lot more right” for long enough to frazzle 
me. After about ten tries and half an hour later, I 
got the trailer on fairly level ground. The tears in 
Cs eyes when I got out of the cab of my truck (I 
had yelled a blue streak from the cab of my truck) 
told me that she had no agenda-she’d been earnest 
in her attempts to help a bullheaded man park his 
unwieldy camping craft.

Next we went to a private campground near 
Tanglewood in Massachusetts, where we saw 
Tony Bennett and Diana Krall with my parents, 
who came over for the show from central New 
York. That Labor Day weekend of 2000 was a 
washout-it stormed like hell above Tanglewood. 
Someone was struck by lightning, the rumor 
circulated. Mom and Dad stayed in the trailer 
the first night, and C and I were flooded in our 
tent. The next night, after the show, my parents 
went to a hotel room. C and I made good use 
of the back bed in the trailer, with rain beating 
over our heads. What satisfaction I felt for the 
weatherproofing work I had done!

In preparation for Reilly’s first hunting 
season, her training intensified for the next 
two weeks. Every day, she pointed birds in 
the morning and John worked her on field 
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commands in the afternoon, 
in preparation for the gradu-
ation field test that John and I 
had agreed on: a released-bird 
hunt in late September at the 
farm, with chukar partridge and 
quail.

On graduation day, John, 
wearing a faded blue polo shirt 
and jeans tucked into his rubber 
boots, planted a couple birds 
around the orchard grounds. 
“Reilly knows the quail,” he 
told me, “but wait till she sees 
the chukar. Shoot when they 
get up. Shoot quick. But just go 
ahead and shoot. They get up 
quick and flare-not like a grouse. 
We don’t want these birds to get 
away, if we can help it.” Better 
for us to shoot them than to offer 
them up as fare for coyotes or 
foxes, was the message.

I  knocked down quail 
on each of Reilly’s first three 
points. Steady. No gain. No 
creep. Staunch, with a high, 
rigid tail. A wood-stiff pointer 
point. She half retrieved these 
birds, too, picking them up with 
a soft mouth, but not bringing 
the birds to hand when called. 
John said we’d work on that 
next year. For now, he said, it 
was important that she was 
pointing so well and didn’t 
chew up the birds.

“If you want her to retrieve, 
we’ll work on that.” I told him 
that’d be fine, if the training fit 
the dog’s disposition.

Then came the chukar. Reil-
ly found the first of these birds 
by a stone wall, but it flared 
away and John missed with 
a shot from his 20-gauge. We 

marked it, and I hitched on 
Reilly’s lead and led her down 
toward the bird. She pointed it 
a second time, though not com-
pletely stylishly, as the bird was 
wind-washed and not so full of 
scent. She crept toward it a bit, 
or tried to as I held her; her tail 
was not at full mast. I tried and 
missed the shot, and that bird 
flew directly to the pond on the 
property.

Reilly, against my commands 
to “whoa,” ran down to the pond 
and established point facing the 
stone fence at the water’s edge. 
When John and I got there, no 
bird was in sight. He released the 
dog, and she leapt at the stone 
wall, digging at it, whining and 
barking. Did the bird drown? 
Or did it burrow into the gaps 
in the stones? I came forward to 
“whoa” her. Told her to be easy. 
John followed, said the bird 
clearly was under the grass or 
had taken up residence in the 
rock wall. We never found it. It 
never came out.

“Cagey birds,” John said. 
“Just like grouse. You can hit 
one and it’ll disappear.” Reilly 
was jumpy after that, so we 
staked her and brought out Ta-
basco and one of the other set-
ters to find the second chukar, 
though to no avail. And then 
graduation was over.

Reilly had done well on the 
birds. I just wanted to get this 
year old doggle back into my 
life. I said my good-byes to John 
and called Reilly to the cab of 
my truck. She jumped into the 
passenger’s seat, panting and 
drooling. It was as if she hadn’t 

missed a beat from the day back 
in July when I dropped her off. 
I told John I’d stay in touch 
through the hunting season 
and asked him to let me know 
how Bo did. Then I gave him a 
picture of him and Reilly I had 
taken in the orchard, held in a 
heavy silver Orvis wing-shoot-
ing frame. He was touched. He 
told me it would go up in his 
house.

John thanked me and hand-
ed me my last invoice for the 
September training and the 
birds used in Reilly’s training. I 
told him that I couldn’t express 
my thanks strongly enough 
for letting me tag along on all 
those morning walks and train-
ing sessions in the orchard. In 
the subdued way of hunters, 
we nodded to each other, and I 
drove off toward home in North 
Bennington, where C waited to 
welcome Reilly and me.

It was September 21, and 
grouse season had already 
opened that year in Vermont. 
Reilly had been at the farm for 
about two and a half months. 
She smelled of cedar chips 
and dirt and something dead 
she had rolled in that week. I 
was ready to make her my dog 
again. C said she would give 
Reilly a bath. And I thought 
about getting the dog in the 
woods in search of wild grouse 
and woodcock.
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Guns

The Return Of The Wood Nut
A brief word about the addiction, it’s causes and 

how it’s nurtured.
by Bill Hanus

www.billhanusbirdguns.com

The first broad exposure most 
American bird hunters had to good 
quality wood on a production 
shotgun came when the Parker Re-
production was introduced in 1984.  
We also got our first real look at Cali-
fornia Claro Walnut.  The wood on 
most of these Parker Reproductions 
was highly finished “3 Star” (a mid-
range grade generally defined as 
one side, Very Good, one side Good) 
California Claro walnut. It was 
beautifully fitted and finished with 
meticulous Japanese craftsmanship 
and Italian leather-cased for perfec-
tion.  Everyone liked what they saw.  
Little did we know that we were 
witnessing the birth of a firearms 
marketing paradigm that was to be 
embraced by many shotgun makers 
in the decades that followed: Good 
wood sells guns.

Great wood, like gold, is 
where you find it

Today, the demand for high 
grade wood exceeds the supply.  
Here’s the problem — when a saw-
yer opens a tree it is not unlike open-
ing a surprise package.  On average, 
only 5% of the blanks he cuts can 
be defined as high grade.  The best 
opportunity for a top-graded piece 
of wood will come from the crotch 
of a big, old walnut tree — at least 
50 years old — but preferably 75 or 
100 years. The traditional sources of 
great wood - England and France — 

don’t have many century-old walnut 
trees left to cut.  But their progeny 
live on all around the world.

Today’s country-of-choice for 
great wood is Turkey where large, 
ancient walnut trees can still be 
found.  Trophy pieces of Turkish 
Exhibition Grade wood can be 
priced well into four figures and 
simply the reputation of Turkish 
wood has pushed prices of all high 
grade Turkish wood higher.  The 
Russian Republics have discovered 
that those old walnut orchards have 
become a major assets in world 
trade.  Australia produces some 
great “English” walnut.

My friend, Jack Rowe — who 
describes himself as “America’s 
oldest English-trained gunsmith” — 
has added a few pieces of Kashmir 
Walnut to his own larder.  He buys 
it from a retired Indian Army Ma-
jor who gets it out (with an armed 
guard) of one of the most danger-
ous places on earth — the Kashmir 
valley —that disputed territory be-
tween Pakistan and India. Gunstock 
wood is a global business today.

A bigger bang for the 
buck

As beautifully demonstrated 
by the Parker Reproductions, Cali-
fornia English and Claro Walnut is 
not only handsome, but cheaper 
that many European walnuts. if you 

compare Turkish with California 
walnut, grade for grade, you’ll find 
that Turkish is priced about 2X to 
3X higher.  The California walnuts 
give you a much bigger, much more 
beautiful, bang for the buck.

The center cut is the 
prime part of the crotch

The center slab taken out of the 
crotch might show wildly gorgeous, 
gaudy, curling feathering on both 
sides.  Or it might not.  Skill plus 
the luck of the cut applies here.  But 
this is where Exhibition Grade wood 
comes from.  Among wood aficiona-
dos it is, as they say, “to die for.” And 
it is always priced accordingly.  The 
slabs on either side of the center slab 
will probably have feathering on 
one side and flame on the other.  The 
two outside those will have flame 
and marbling, then fiddle back, then 
good contrasting stripes, then plain 
wood with good grain flow and on 
out to sap wood.  The farther you 
get from the center, the straighter/
fainter the grain/figure and the 
lower the price.  That’s the good 
news.  Here’s the bad news.

The 5% rule is narrowed 
still further ...

Cecil Fredi, who cuts and sells 
gunstock blanks, sums it up this 
way:

...if a slab has feather in it we cut 
it for a rifle or an over/under size blank 
with a pistol grip because it will bring 
two to three times what a side-by-side 
blank will.

Since rifle and over/under 
blanks will sell for 2X to 3X more 
than a side-by-side blank, there’s 
less financial reward to cut high 
grade wood for side-by-side shot-
guns.  This rarity moves the price 
for higher grade side-by-side blanks 
(and pumps and semi-autos as well) 
back up on the pricing scale.  Tricky, 
tricky.

The Wood Nut’s Reward
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ODYSSEY GSP: 
The finest name in 
quality companion 

GSP gun dogs 
today. An enduring 

commitment 
to total GSP 

excellence. Strong 
natural ability, correct 

conformation & 
great dispositions. 

“PROVEN” 
www.odysseygsp.net

Contact us: Odyssey@unitedsky.net 660-582-2737

Virtually every shotgun manu-
facturer today — taking a page out of 
the Parker Reproductions play book 
— utilizes upgraded wood some-
where in their marketing program.  
You have only glance at their color-
ful print advertising or literature to 
get a feel for it. Merkel introduced 
“Luxury Grade” wood” to their 
line a couple years ago.  Browning’s 
high grade Citoris all feature more 
engraving and upgraded wood with 
some of the best of both appear-
ing on Grades III, VI and the new 
525 Golden Clays.  Franchi’s AL 
48 Deluxe semi autos and Alcione 
over/unders offer “Select Walnut” 
as standard.  Remington doesn’t 
discuss wood grades much in their 
catalog, but some of the wood I’ve 
seen on newer M1100’s has to have 
come out of their Custom Shop.   
Ithaca Classic Doubles has a $28,000 
model featuring (as you may have 
guessed) a piece of highest grade 
Turkish crotch wood.  Both Ber-
reta and FABARM have enhanced 
wood techniques on some models 
that give the illusion of high-priced 
wood, but without the higher cost.

A couple of years ago the head 
of SKB here in the U.S. told me that 
he personally hand-picks every 
piece of wood that goes on SKB’s 
three shotgun grades and AYA, the 
great Spanish maker, puts the same 
grade wood on Bill Hanus Birdguns 
and model 4/53 shotguns that they 
put on their $4,700 Model 53 custom 
sidelock.

“I’m a bird hunter of course, 
but...“

That’s it.  You’re hooked.  When 
the “but” means you like nice wood 
on a shotgun (and who doesn’t?) 
you’re a wood nut.  You’re one of 
us.  Welcome to the club.

“Some days life kisses you right 
on the lips” ( from the garfield comic 
strip)and applicable to this Califor-
nia English Crotch Walnut blank.  
Hard to find certainly -  and pricey 
when you do — but a smackeroo 
you’ll never forget.

Only in America......do banks leave both doors open 
and then chain the pens to the counters.

“Some days life kisses you right on the lips” ( from the garfield comic 
strip)and applicable to this California English Crotch Walnut blank.  
Hard to find certainly -  and pricey when you do — but a smackeroo 
you’ll never forget.
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What is Penn HIP?
PennHIP stands for the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania Hip Improve-
ment Program.

PennHIP is a multifaceted radio-
graphic technology (x-ray) for hip 
evaluation. The technique assesses the 
quality of the canine hip and quantita-
tively measures canine hip joint laxity. 
The PennHIP method of evaluation is 
more accurate than the current stan-
dard in its ability to predict the onset 
of osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis, also 
known as degenerative joint disease 
(DJD), is the hallmark of canine hip 
dysplasia (CHD).

PennHIP is more than just a radio-
graphic technique. It is also a network 
of veterinarians trained to perform 
the PennHIP methodology properly 
and, perhaps most importantly, it is a 
large scientific database that houses 
the PennHIP data. The radiographs 
are made by certified PennHIP mem-
bers worldwide and are sent to the 
PennHIP analysis center for evalua-
tion. The resulting data is stored in 
the database, which is continually 
monitored as it expands. As more 
information becomes available, the 
PennHIP laboratory is able to obtain 
more precise answers to questions 
about the etiology (cause), prediction 
and genetic basis of CHD.

The PennHIP laboratory pub-
lishes its findings in scientific journals. 
Published information is disseminat-
ed to all PennHIP members; it is also 
shared with interested breed clubs.

 To summarize, PennHIP is com-
posed of three major components
A diagnostic radiographic technique 
A network of trained veterinarians 
A medical database for scientific 
analysis 

A Brief History
In 1983, Dr. Gail Smith from the 

University of Pennsylvania School of 
Veterinary Medicine conceived and 
developed a new scientific method for 
the early diagnosis of CHD. Research 
conducted in his laboratory proved 
the diagnostic method to be capable 
of estimating the susceptibility for 
CHD in dogs as young as sixteen 
weeks of age.

In 1993, Dr. Smith established 
PennHIP, a cooperative scientific 
initiative, to serve as a multi-center 
clinical trial of the new hip dysplasia 
diagnostic technology.

The program was successful and 
quickly grew beyond the capacity 
and purpose of a university research 
laboratory. Initially, the University of 
Pennsylvania licensed PennHIP to 
outside biotech companies in order 
to make the technology available for 
widespread public use and to allow 
Dr. Smith and his colleagues to con-
tinue their research at the School of 
Veterinary Medicine. PennHIP has 
recently been reacquired by the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and is now a 
not-for-profit organization.

 PennHIP Radiographic 
Evaluation at a Glance
The PennHIP method is a differ-

ent way to assess, measure and inter-
pret hip joint laxity. It consists of three 
separate radiographs: the distraction 
view, the compression view and the 
hip-extended view (right). The dis-
traction view and compression view, 
developed by Dr. Smith, are used to 
obtain accurate and precise measure-
ments of joint laxity and congruity. 
The hip-extended view is used to 
obtain supplementary information 

 Compression View

 The radiographs above are of the 
same dog, yet the hip joint laxities 
(looseness) in each view look very 

 Distraction View

 Hip-extended View

Checking Hips
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regarding the existence of DJD in the hip joint.

 The radiographs above are of the same dog, yet 
the hip joint laxities (looseness) in each view look 
very different. Notice that the hips in the distraction 
view appear to be much looser than they do in the 
hip-extended view. On average the distraction view 
has been shown to reveal 2.5 - 11 times more hip lax-
ity (depending on breed) than the hip-extended view. 
Also the PennHIP method can measure the laxity of a 
hip joint with greater precision than the hip-extended 
method. The degree of hip joint laxity, as measured by 
the PennHIP method, has been shown to be the most 
important risk factor in determining whether a dog 
is prone to developing CHD.

 To summarize, the PennHIP method:
 Obtains DJD readings from the standard hip-extended 
view 
 Obtains hip joint congruity readings from the com-
pression view 
 Obtains quantitative measurements of hip joint laxity 
from the distraction view 
For more information about Penn-Hip contact your 
vet.
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Ever hunted ruffed grouse?

If not, this is the year to start.

The tasty, fast-flying forest 
game bird is at high population 
levels. This means opportunities to 
see and harvest grouse are about 
as good as they get.

And when they get good in 
Minnesota, they are the absolute 
best in the nation. Minnesota, which 
offers more than 11 million acres of 
public hunting land, often has the 
highest ruffed grouse harvest in 
the country. In fact, Minnesota is to 
grouse hunting what South Dakota 
is to pheasant hunting.

So, if you aren’t hunting ruffed 
grouse, you are really missing out 
on the best upland bird hunting in 
the state.

Here is some practical infor-
mation to get you on your way:

* The season opens Saturday, 
Sept. 17, and runs through Sunday, 
Jan. 1, 2012. The daily limit is five 
and the possession limit is 10.

* You’ll need a small game 
license, 12- or 20-gauge shotgun 
(preferably with an open choke) 
and No. 71⁄2 target or field loads.

* Round out your equipment 
needs with a blaze orange hat 
and vest, a comfortable pair of 
boots, a pair of gloves and shoot-
ing glasses.

Grouse Hunting

This is a great year to start 
hunting grouse

By Jay Johnson

* Next, you’ll need to locate a 
general area to hunt. Top counties 
in the state include Aitkin, Cass, 
Itasca, St. Louis, Beltrami and 
Koochiching. Still, there are qual-
ity hunting opportunities across 
much of the northern half of the 
state. Grouse are also available in 
the heavily forested portions of 
southeastern Minnesota.

* Once you decide on the gen-
eral area you plan to hunt, search 
the internet (you can find hunter 
walking trails, wildlife manage-
ment area maps and other useful 
grouse information on the DNR 
website.

* Talk to the DNR area wildlife 
office or visit the county court-
house to view a plat book that 
identifies lands open to public 
hunting.

* Once you’ve pinpointed a 
hunting area focus on the best 
available habitat; ruffed grouse 
prefer young forests, especially 
the subtle transitional seams and 
edges of these forests.

* As a rule, try to find places 
where the tree size at their base 
is between the diameter of your 
wrist and your calf. Trees of this 
size will be between 15-30 feet 
high. The type of tree although 
important, is less important than 
the size and how close they are 
together.

* Try to hunt areas where aspen 
are present and avoid areas that 

are solid conifers. While you may 
find grouse in such cover, your 
chances of getting a shot at them 
is slim.

* Trails that run through cover 
are great places to start. Remem-
ber, grouse often relate to edges 
and a trail provides two edges. 
Grouse are often drawn to trails to 
feed on clover and forbs and ingest 
gravel for digestion.

* If you intend to hunt without 
a dog, have your hunting partners 
assist in a “partridge push.” This 
tactic involves having one hunter 
20 yards into the cover on the left 
of the trail and one hunter the 
same distance to the right of the 
trail. The third hunter positions on 
the trail and serves as the “push 
coordinator.” The hunting team 
proceeds slowly down the trail 
stopping briefly every 50 steps or 
so. The push coordinators job is to 
make sure that the team members 
stay abreast of each other and no 
one get’s themselves in an unsafe 
position. Constant communication 
between team members is the key 
to maintaining a safe and produc-
tive hunting experience.

* If the piece of woods you are 
hunt has no trails, then look for 
any other type of edge or seam. 
These could include swamp edges, 
field edges and edges where two 
different tree types or sizes come 
together. You can hunt these areas 
much the same way as you would 
a trail but the walking will be more 
difficult. Hunting with a team in 
an area without trails makes it 
more difficult to work together 
and stay in a safe position. Be extra 
conscious of safety.

Hunting linear cover like trails, 
seams and edges is a great way to 
begin your journey grouse hunt-
ing. Always remember to be sure 
of your target and what is beyond 
before taking the shot.
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Iowa’s first new hunting 
season since turkey season was 
added in the 1970s, dove sea-
son is expected to attract about 
20,000 resident hunters when it 
opens Sept. 1. 

Hunters may use lead shot 
unless they are hunting on a 
Wildlife Management Area that 
requires nontoxic shot to hunt 
all species except deer or tur-
key, listed on p. 16 of the 2011-
12 Iowa Hunting and Trapping 
Regulations.  Hunting regula-
tions can be found online.

Since mourning doves are 
listed as a migratory game 
bird, hunters must register 
with the Harvest Informa-
tion Program (HIP) before 
hunting. Dove hunters can 
register with HIP when they 
buy their small game hunting 
license or by calling 1-855-242-
3683 or by going to https://
jc.activeoutdoorsolutions.com/
ia_customer/app/goHome.do 
to register.

The Iowa DNR has a web-
page with resources and laws 
covering dove hunting at:

http://www.iowadnr.gov/
Hunting/MigratoryGame-
Birds/MourningDoves.aspx

Dove Hunting

Season: Sept. 1 – Nov. 9

Shooting Hours: One-half 
hour before sunrise to sunset

License requirements: Small 
game license and habitat fee. 
The federal and state migratory 
game bird fee is not required to 
hunt doves in Iowa.

Federal Migratory Game 
Law Requirements: Hunters 
must register with the Harvest 
Information Program (HIP) 
before hunting doves. Shotguns 
must be plugged to hold no 
more than three shells; hunters 
cannot use live birds as decoys, 
or recorded or electronically 
amplified bird calls, imitations 
or sounds.  There is no hunting 
over baited fields.

Bag Limits: Daily limit of 15 
and possession limit of 30

Where to hunt: Mourning 
doves prefer feeding on open 
ground and eat a variety of 
seeds and grains.  Look for 
doves near low-standing or 
harvested crops mixed with 
bare soil areas or along field 
edges; near pastures, recent-
ly mowed native grasses or 
hayfields, sunflower fields or 

newly seeded CRP lands with 
areas of bare or open ground 
and near watering holes with 
bare shorelines.

Many DNR wildlife man-
agement areas have established 
plantings that will attract doves. 
A list is available at www.iow-
adnr.gov under the “Hunting” 
tab.

Gun Choice: Any gauge or 
type of shotgun will work well, 
but 20 and 12 gauges are most 
popular. An open to moderate 
choke will increase a shooter’s 
chance of success. Shots are 
typically 35 yards or less.

Ammo Choice: The pre-
ferred loads are #7-1/2 or #8 
in lead shot or #7 or #6 in non-
toxic shot. There are a number 
of wildlife management areas 
that require nontoxic shot for 
hunting all species except deer 
and turkey.  Those areas are 
listed on p. 16 in the 2011-12 
Iowa Hunting and Trapping 
Regulations.

Hunting Tips: Doves are 
more active in mornings and 
evenings and this is often the 
best time to hunt. Set up along 
a fencerow or other cover near 
food sources or water, wear 
camouflage and bring a bucket 
to sit on and to carry gear and 
doves.

Dove Hunting 101: What to 
Know Before You Go

Dove Hunting
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Talk about Shells

A Talk With Charlie Wright A 
Master Shot Shell Loader

By Dennis Guldan

Next to your dog, gun  
and boots perhaps the  
most important invest-

ment a bird hunter makes in their 
sport is ammunition. This issue we 
sat down with an old friend and 
master shotgun shell loader Charlie 
Wright. 

Ammunition many times is an 
after thought when hunting. In fact 
many a time you may have left for 
the hunt and decided to buy ammo 
at a local gas station on the way.  
Besides a shotgun shell is simply a 
primer, hull, powder, wad and shot. 
Under that reasoning a truck is but a 
vehicle, I think we all know better.

Well spent an hour or so with 
Charlie Wright and you may take 
a different view of one of the most 
important tools we all use in the 
hunt.

I have known and have been a 
friend of Charlie since 1992 when 
we met each other at Game Fair in 
Anoka, MN.  Charlie started, owns 
and is the only employee… Charlie 
will tell you his wife Marilyn is the 
boss… of Unique Shot Shells Inc. 
of Newport, MN just south of St 
Paul. 

Unique Shot Shells Inc. is in 
the business of providing shotgun 
shells and dog training poppers for 
the bird hunting and dog training 
public. Charlie has been making 
unique quality shot shells for some 
30 years. This might be considered 
his second passion after training 

dogs and judging field trials and 
hunt tests, which he has been doing 
even longer, then loading shells.

Charlie’s specialty is working 
with unique loads for his shells. He 
works with steel, copper, lead, heavi-
shot and some more unusual loads 
too. One of his specialties is creating 
shells for dog training called “pop-
pers.” But Charlie’s poppers are 
different then most poppers. For 
safety poppers do not contain shot. 
To fill the void many manufacturers 
have added plastic. But plastic has 
no place in a dog training area so 

Charlie Wright Master Shot Shell Loader
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Charlie being environmentally con-
cerned, fills his shells with  ground 
up corn cobs, which is actually 
GOOD for the environment. For 
Pheasants Forever he even filled 
some with prairie grass seed. 

Charlie is in continual develop-
ment mode. It is not unusual for him 
to put two or three size and types 
of shot in a shot shell. So the same 
shell can be used to shoot waterfowl 
AND pheasant. Cause we all have 
been hunting for one bird only to be 
surprised by the other. He doesn’t 
always know why what he creates 
works, but his testing proves that it 
does. He believes in a multi-size shot 
load the large shot perhaps paves the 
way through the air for the smaller 
shot to draft and extend its range.

Unlike some of the great ammo 
testing labs, Charlie uses simpler 
methods of testing. He uses a piece 
of 1/8”plywood to simulate a bird 
and it’s feathers to determine accu-
rate kill range of a load. He recom-
mends we should be shooting our 
birds at about 45 yards and designs 
for that. Not to say that some do 
not shoot twice or three times that 
distance.

One of the stranger things Char-
lie does is his “Final Hunt” loads. 
What do you do with your best 
dog after it has gone to the here 
after? Many bury their dogs, some 
have them cremated and spread, as 
they desire. But Charlie offers the 
option to have your dog’s ashes 
loaded into shot shells along with 
the shot of your choice and used for 
the dogs “final hunt.” Perhaps not 
more fitting end is there for a great 
dogs life.

Charlie also does research on 
wad construction. Most wads look 
pretty much the same. Charlie does 
nothing pretty much he same as 
everyone else. One of the factors 
affecting the muzzle speed of shot is 
the speed of the wad. Or how much 
does the wad “slow” the shot. Well 

to reduce that slowing Charlie uses a 
wad with a serrated edge so there is 
less then 50% the surface area slow-
ing the round. It generates a faster 
load, when that is desired.

So what are these high quality 
shot shells going to cost you? Well 
the way gas is going, less then the gas 
you use to run dogs or go on a hunt. 
You’ll pay $17.50 a 25 round box for 
his game shells and $7.50 a 25 round 
box, 20 boxes to a case for his eco-
friendly dog training poppers.

If you want to order a box or 
want more information or just BS 
with a great guy give Charlie a call 
at 800-696-5468 or visit his web-
site at www.uniqueshotshells.com 
you’ll be glad you did.

Dennis Guldan the publisher 
of Bird Dog & Retriever News hails 
from New Brighton. MN

Popper filled with 
ground-up corn cobs
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